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Fisheries of Tsushima’s Maritime People in the Japan–Korea Seas 
During the Middle Ages 

SEKI Shuichi

This paper analyzes Tsushima’s maritime people who were actively engaged in fishing in the seas 

around Tsushima and the southern seas of the Korean peninsula (Gyeongsang and Jeolla Provinces) 

during the Middle Ages.

First, the fisheries in the seas around Tsushima were studied. Through the study analysis, it was 

revealed that net fishing technique was usually used in these seas, and a local feudal lord, such as 

that of the Ōyama Clan, was appointed as a net fisherman and facilitated net fishing management. 

Peculiarities between Tsushima’s maritime people were also observed in their net fishing technique 

that was performed under the guidance of the local feudal lord. Moreover, traps were employed for 

fishing tackle technique.

In the Hayatome bay, women divers used the diving fishing technique; additionally, skilled male 

divers used the net fishing and “dolphin” fishing techniques throughout Tsushima. On studying the 

fishing techniques of groups that used net fishing and groups of women divers, it is revealed that they 

possessed different characteristics.

Second, the fisheries of Tsushima’s maritime people in the seas of the Gyeongsang and Jeolla 

Provinces were studied. As operations within the regions of the Korean dynasty were recognized, 

Tsushima Island chiefs and Saemontarō Sōda frequently interacted with the Korean dynasty. Further, 

fishing grounds were demarcated for maritime people to performed fishing activities and included 

Fuzanho, Najiho, and Enpo areas of Gyeongsang Province. In Jeolla Province, a fishing ban was 

imposed on Gochodo Island (1441 CE) mutually by Sō Sadamori and the Korean dynasty, and the 

inland sea of Gochodo (Geomundo) was secured as a fishing ground. Thus, it can be deduced that 

different maritime people were engaged in net fishing and dive fishing techniques in Tsushima.
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